Manganese complexes and the generation and scavenging of hydroxyl free radicals.
In a wide variety of biological systems non-enzyme complexes of the metals copper (Cu) and iron (Fe) have been shown to enhance oxygen radical damage by increasing the production of an oxidative species generally believed to be the hydroxyl free radical (.OH) via "Fenton" and possibly "Haber-Weiss" type reactions. However, the behavior of the chemically and biologically similar transition metal manganese (Mn) with .OH is unknown. Unlike Fe and Cu, inorganic complexes of Mn are known to exist in high concentrations in certain cells. Three different oxygen free radical generating systems and four .OH detection methods were used to investigate the activity of biologically relevant inorganic Mn complexes. These complexes were compared to compounds reported to scavenge and generate .OH. The direct and indirect effects of Mn on the .OH flux were compared by attempting to distinguish the effects of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), superoxide (O2-), and .OH through the use of selective scavengers and generators. Mn-EDTA and biologically relevant Mn-pyrophosphates and polyphosphates, in contrast to Fe-EDTA, do not generate .OH in these systems. The results suggest that Mn in various forms does, indeed, inhibit oxy-radical damage mediated by .OH, but only if the .OH production is dependent on the presence of O2- or H2O2. Thus, with .OH, as with O2- and H2O2, Mn complexes appear to behave in a fundamentally different fashion from Cu and Fe.